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I. THE BELDEN CENTER FOR
PRIVATE ENTERPRISE EDUCATION
An Overview:

It is the late 20th Century. In reflection ,
economic historians will probably refer to it
Private
as "The American Century."
enterprise played a key role in bringing us to
a great prosperity. It is a time to reflect on
the past, consider the present, and ponder
the future. Where are we? How did we get
here? Where are we going? How will we get
there? These are heady questions.
The primary purpose of this monograph is
to share with interested individuals and
organizations
the
back-to-the-basics
approaches taken by the Harding University
Belden Center for Private Enterprise
Education to develop and implement
economic enlightenment programs for a
diverse public.
Private colleges and universities have a
special opportunity and obligation to
encourage appreciation of freedoms on
which our country is built. Our efforts are
designed to translate traditional values into
practical educational programs.
We
genuinely believe in emphasizing a particular
area of economics -- the idea of freedom
applied to the marketplace -- that is
neglected on most campuses today.
Harding University's Belden Center for
Private Enterprise, the happy issue of an
improbable marriage between business and
higher education, has therefore become a
favorite cause celebre of our constituency
since its inception in 1979. The Belden
Center is dedicated to an extraordinary
entrepreneur, Clark David Belden, founder of
the company that became
Louver
Manufacturing Company (Lomanco), now
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located in Jacksonville, Arkansas.
Mr.
Belden had a firm belief in free enterprise
and the basic principles that have made
America a great nation.
In 1979, Lomanco Chairman, Delbert
Belden, Clark David Belden's son, presented
Harding University with a $500,000 gift to
endow the Belden Center. Because of the
great generosity of Del and Valerie Belden,
their family and Lomanco, generations of
students and community members will
continue to be able to pass the word about
our amazing American incentive system .
Very few individuals, families, or
companies have become interested so
quickly and so completely in our work here
as the Beldens and Lomanco--funding
American Studies speakers, Sales Seminar
speakers, helping fund our new Professional
Sales degree program and the high
school/junior college simulation competition ,
giving an award to the "Outstanding Sales
Potential Student," and funding our energy
research project.
Del also served as chairman of the
Students In Free Enterprise (SIFE)
Economics Team's Council for Realistic
Economic Education (CREED). He was a
key member of our Business Associates , an
advisory board of our School of Business,
and also served on the National Advisory
Board for the American Studies Institute. Of
course, he is best known for the endowment
of our flagship organization, the Clark David
Belden Center for Private Enterprise
Education.
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II. KEEPING OUR FREE, PRIVATE
ENTERPRISE IN BUSINESS
In a country where people seem numbed
by the type and frequency of violence, what
has the Belden Center done about the
decline in the values of young people? We
have gone back to the fundamental values
that made this country great.
The late president emeritus of Harding
University, Dr. George S. Benson, articulated
these values as "The Three C's." The first
value was "Constitutional Government." The
second was "Capitalism," and the third was
"Christian-Judea Ethics." From these "Three
C's" one can see a multitude of values
flowing, such as respect for authority, respect
for human life, the work ethic and, self
discipline.
Have we done our homework? According
to a recent national poll conducted by the Ad
Council, only one in seven Americans was
able to give a minimum description of the
joint roles played by labor, management,
investors, and consumers in our economy. It
is true that the American people know that
we have a great economic system, but often
they don't know why.
Therefore, the purpose of private
enterprise education is to inform our people
and remove some of the mysteries such as
John Wesley does in part with this item:
Make all you can
Save all you can
Give all you can
Do all the good you can
In all the ways you can
With all the souls you can
In every place you can
At all the times you can
With all the zeal you can
As long as you ever can.
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We at Harding University certainly did not
invent free, private enterprise. Our challenge
has been to develop positive, non-partisan,
objective, responsible ways to increase an
awareness of the system in which each
person is "free" to be anything he wants if he
has the "enterprise" to do it.
Our goal, therefore, is to help each citizen
to put a polish on his amateur status as an
economist because in a very real sense he is
his own personal economist. Improve the
understanding, and better attitudes will be a
healthy byproduct. Through the Belden
Center, we can tell our constituency that
because of capitalism they are something
special, that they have a chance to succeed
or fail, that man is an individual, that he has
dignity and freedom of choice.
Across the land, and thanks to the
pioneering efforts of the Belden Center,
citizenship training and private enterprise
education are experiencing a renaissance.
Our educational philosophy has been to
recognize the merits of free, private
enterprise and to evaluate the business
community in the perspective of its
achievements as well as shortcomings.
If the American incentive system continues
to survive and flourish, it would certainly be
due to a greater sense of objectivity among
our opinion leaders, the reasoned arguments
of business leaders, the unbiased research
of economists, and the more responsib le
actions of educators and students.
Responsible advocacy economics can sell,
through principled examples, the belief that,
historically, free, private enterprise has all the
good arguments on its side. There is no
alternative to capitalism that credibly
promises wealth and liberty. Every good
product or service needs a sales force in the
field.
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So, we have had one critical task -- to go
public with the good news about our
American incentive system.
Harding
University is not merely a propagandist for
the system. The goal is to assist people,
both opinion leaders and the masses, to
understand the facts of economic and
political life.
The results are a more
responsible citizenry, and a more productive
work force.
Dr. Irving Kristo I once warned about what
will happen if the relationship between
morality and capitalism is forgotten:
To the degree that we fail to appreciate
that
capitalism involves educating
young people to certain standards of
what is good, what is proper, what is
desirable, until we begin to understand
that that is what capitalism is, I think
that economists, who at the moment are
regarded as the prime defenders of
capitalism, will yet end up making
capitalism utterly defenseless before its
enemies.
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Ill. FREE MARKET ECONOMIC
EDUCATION BEGINS AT HOME
To whom have we gone? Our primary
market -- our customers -- are students,
teachers, alumni, friends of the University,
business and civic groups, opinion leaders,
the man-on-the-street, the clergy and elected
representatives, media representatives -everybody. Accordingly, we have developed
and implemented these objectives:
1. To promote an accurate and objective
understanding of the American Incentive
System in its many aspects and its
various components.
2. To act as an information exchange
among those involved with private
enterprise education, in relation to
research,
teaching methods,
and
curricula.
3. To create a high degree of economic
literacy among elementary and secondary
teachers, business leaders, and higher
education faculties.
4. To increase the awareness of the
general public of the economic cost and
impact
of
governmental
policy
alternatives.
5. To work actively to develop through the
educational field that type of political,
social and economic environment which
will enable private enterprise to prosper
and multiply.
6. To work with other publics such as
employees, media, etc. to assist in their
learning of our private enterprise system.
7

7.

To collect, develop and serve as a
central depository and dispensary of
economic education resource materials.

8.

To provide support to industries seeking
to develop their own employee
programs.

9.

To speak to any and all audiences on
the threats to and merits of the free
enterprise system.

10. To provide a focus--a rallying point--for
opinion leaders who are committed to
economic, political, and intellectual
freedom; thereby harnessing the great
potential which flows through our
constituency.
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IV. PROOF THAT FREE
ENTERPRISE DELIVERS THE GOODS
What
a
tremendous
marketing
opportunity! At a time when the American
incentive system has become a casualty of
misinformation, the Belden Center has
established itself as one of the premier
organizations in the country that is effectively
communicating the concept of freedom
applied to the market.
On six occasions since 1979, Harding's
"Capitalism Corps" Economics Teams, the
winningest in the country, have won first
place in national Students In Free Enterprise
(SIFE) intercollegiate competitions. On six
other occasions the Harding SIFE team was
first runner-up in the annual year-long
competitions. Typically, the Harding entry
chronicles a variety of 60 to 70 multimedia
Economic Enlightenment Project and
programs which have been presented before
civic,
professional,
employee
and
educational groups in the Mid-south.
The collegiate business organization, Phi
Beta Lambda (PBL), is also sponsored by the
Belden Center Director. PBL competes in
regional and national business competitions.
Some years, Harding has more national PBL
competition individual event winners than any
other college in the country. A recent
national president of PBL was a Harding
business student.
Phi Beta Lambda, the college level
equivalent to Future Business Leaders of
America (FBLA), develops competent,
assertive business leadership, strengthens
the confidence of young men and women in
themselves and their work, participates in
worthy undertakings for the improvement of
business and community, and develop
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characters, train for useful citizenship, and
fosters patriotism.
The ENTREPRENEUR is a quarterly
journal of the Belden Center. It contains
executive monographs, position papers,
faculty articles, and current tracts which
analyze contemporary economic problems
from
a moral
perspective.
The
ENTREPRENEUR is mailed around the
country to interested individuals, opinion
leaders, businesses, libraries, foundations,
chambers of commerce, professional
associations.
The ''AMERICAN INCENTIVE SYSTEM
ALMANAC--A Daily Chronicle of Enterprise"
is published annually. The Almanac is a
record of the progress of our nation and its
people, of mankind's onward march through
the centuries to economic freedom and
greater material blessings. The Almanac's
user can enjoy recalling and commemorating
the stirring events, and the great people and
ideas behind them, which have been the
basis for history's greatest economic miracle,
American Capitalism.
In the span of 20 years, the Belden Center
has received 17 Freedoms Foundation
Awards in the categories of Economic
Education,
Public
Affairs-Advertising,
Platform Address, Non-profit Publications,
Published Works and Private Enterprise
Education.
The Belden Center has also received
positive, written reviews by the United States
Industrial Council and the National
Federation for Independent Business.
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V. ACADEMIC ENTREPRENEURSHIP
AND DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Recent books by the Belden Center's
Director are as follows:
ARKANSAS
AND
THE
U.S.
ECONOMY IN THE LATE 20th
CENTURY
Reinventing
Ourselves Inside Out for a Better
Tomorrow.
CHILDREN -- America's Greatest
Natural Resource.
HOW TO AVOID BEING TOO SOON
OLD -- TOO LATE SMART -- More
Sage Wisdom from Pre-Boomers
and Boomers to the Yuppie
Puppies of Generation X.
LOCATING IN SEARCY. ARKANSAS
-- A Facts Book for Business and
Industry - Individuals and Families.
PROFILES IN ENTERPRISE -Delbert R. Belden. Entrepreneur.
WHAT I KNOW NOW THAT I WISH
THEY'D TOLD ME BACK THEN -A Time Capsule of Advice from
Baby Boomers to the Baby Busters
of Generation X.
Other recent publications by the Belden
Center Director, each in monograph form,
are
commemorative
issues
of the
ENTREPRENEUR:
"ACADEMIC ENTREPRENEURSHIP:
Passing the Word--Delivering the
Goods"
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"AFTA NAFTA GATT & APEC -Reinventing Ourselves Inside Out
for a Better Tomorrow"
"AMERICAN INCENTIVE SYSTEM
ALMANAC--A Daily Chronicle of
Enterprise"
"AMERICA'S
HEALTH
CARE
ECONOMICS - Probing Questions
and Second Opinions"
"BIZ QUIZ -- Test Your Business IQ"
"CAPITALIST PIG -- American
Industry's Income Distribution"
"DERAIL THE FEDERAL GRAVY
TRAIN? -- A Normative Audit of
America's Economic Policy Debate"
"DOLLARS AND SAINTS -- Shall
Capitalism and Christianity Be
Friends or Foes?"
"GOOD NEWS -- The Bad News is
Wrong"
"HIGH OCTANE? -- A Primer on the
Economics of the Energy Crisis"
"HOW DOES THE FREE MARKET
WORK? -- A Crossword Puzzle"
"HOWS YOUR E.Q.
Quotient)"

(Economics

"MIXING
BUSINESS
WITH
PLEASURE -- The Bottom Line and
the Punch Line"
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"ONE NATION UNDER GOD -- How
Close a Separation?"
"POST ELECTION ECONOMICS -The Future is Now"
"PRESERVING
WESTERN
CULTURE
AND
HERITAGE
THROUGH
EXPOSITION
Reflections of an Academic
Entrepreneur"
"REMEMBERING SAM WAL TON -- A
World Class Individual"
"RIGHT ON THE MONEY -- The
Wal-Mart Story of Quality and
Value"
"SMALL BUSINESS -- It Makes Free
Enterprise Work"
"THE ARKANSAS DECADE -- We
Mean Business"
"TO THE FLAG -- Our Banner of
Liberty"
"UNTIL PEACE BREAKS OUT -- Fifty
Reasons Why America is 'Over
There"'
"WE'VE GOT IT GOOD IN SEARCY,
ARKANSAS -- A Community
Profile"
"WHAT WOULD A DAY IN YOUR
LIFE BE LIKE -- Without the
American Incentive System?"
"YOUR CAN'T HA VE YOUR BREAD
AND LOAF TOO"
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VI. PRIVATE SECTOR
STRATEGY IS THE KEY

Despite the antagonism between business
and academia in our country, or perhaps
because of it, can the college and university
campus remain the number one priority of
those who wish to repulse the ideological
assault on private enterprise? Indeed.
The answer lies not in business cutting off
its support of academia, but in even greater
support toward certain specific ends. We
must help provide answers to the public's
questions concerning our economy and way
of life. We must make private enterprise
education one of the nation's top priorities.
Business and economics students and
faculty are a great hope for providing credible
free enterprise education to other school
disciplines and the community. It is for this
reason that the business community chooses
to ally itself more and more with schools of
business in preserving and improving a free
enterprise and incentive system which
develops the talents of all the people.
There must be candid portrayal that if free,
private enterprise has its shortcomings, it
also has its virtues. These virtues outweigh
the possible benefits of alternative systems.
Capitalism wins hands down in any
comparison.
We must think and speak in terms familiar
to those people they must reach; convince
the public that what American capitalism has
going for them is the best there is. Business
managers, who may have had a good track
record in the face of obstacles, must now do
more than manage--they must also defend.
15

In the final analysis, this constitutional
republic and the American marketplace,
despite their shortcomings, are the finest
calibrated, most effective regulators of the
speed and direction of the highly successful
American incentive system.
Harding
University has committed itself to preserving
an essentially free market economy.
Hopefully, if everyone does his part, the
day will never come when it will be a total
misnomer to call this enterprise system
"free." Being of good cheer is also important.
The only question that need concern us is if
and how well we took our stand in defense of
economic individualism during the short
period of time when we were potentially part
of the struggle.
In private education, as in private
enterprises, an ounce of initiative sometimes
produces a pound of profit. The reader is
encouraged to call or write for further
information. It's a great system -- join with us
to pass the word. And read on.
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VII. PASS THE WORD ABOUT THE
AMERICAN INCENTIVE SYSTEM
The reader may have noticed that, around
the country and on most college campuses,
free market economics has been an
underdefended ideology. The American
Incentive System may be the greatest story
never told.
The American economy has been called
the "Eighth wonder of the world." Economic
illiteracy about it seems to have become the
"Ninth wonder of the world." As people's
judgment can be no better than their
information in modern times, they are often
caught in a triple whammy of misinformation,
little information, and no information.
The staff of Harding's Belden Center are
well aware that "free, private enterprise" is a
term that is not well understood, and it is all
to commonly misused. This is not only true
in and out of the classroom, but also in and
out of the business world .
is
Unless free, private enterprise
understood from the very beginning, then any
economic education program is in danger of
being used on some glaring misconcepts and
half-truths. Democracy stands in danger of
collapsing around the practice of fiscal
irresponsibility as the public gradually learns
that a simple majority can vote money and
programs for itself, erroneously believing all
the time that it will be paid for by others .
Economics courses on some college
campuses are fraught with fallacies and
myths, so defining "free, private enterprise"
and taking a look at its track record is
extremely important. This must be done on
the front end of any program or project, or it
is doomed to failure . Each generation must
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do its homework if it is going to truly develop
credible scholars.
Because peers are
looking for cultural reference points at
Harding University, we say basically, a free,
private enterprise system is simply the idea
of freedom applied to the marketplace.
Communicating through the vehicle of the
Belden Center, Harding University passes
the word that under the American incentive
system, the individual is indeed free to earn
his keep and keep what he earns. Perhaps
today too may people put too much
emphasis on the "free" and too little
emphasis on the "enterprise." "Free" merely
explains "how" it is accomplished (i.e., by
free people) and "private" says "by whom" it
is achieved (i.e., individuals and businesses
in the private sector).
Isn't it true that peoples' judgement on any
subject becomes no better than their
information?
Yes, if ignorance paid
dividends, most people could make a fortune
on what they don't know about economics.
Although peoples' wisdom on the subject
should never be underestimated, their
knowledge should never be overestimated.
Not all economic education is private
enterprise education. Far from it.
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VIII. ECONOMIC EDUCATION IS
JUST ONE OF THE ANSWERS
Is the cure a simple one for Harding
University to effect? The remedy, according
to many well-intentioned people, is exposure
to back-to-the-basics economics, along with
a listing of the myriad problems of business,
and rounded out with a good dose of "whatgreat-people-the-business-peop/e-really-areonce-we-get-to-know-them." It's not that
simple.
First of all, the Belden Center staff knows
that most people don't appreciate having the
cure forced down their throats, because most
people don't regard themselves as economic
illiterates. Most people do have a grasp of
simplified economics: One needs money to
launch a business; one won't attract capital
unless one has a product investors can
believe in; one must make a profit to stay in
business; one has to be able to generate
production to meet the demand; and one
must earn a profit (including covering
opportunity costs) to remain in business.
It is possible that, even at Harding
University and through the Belden Center,
too good of a job can be done in explaining
the virtues of a free market system. We
have, in fact, a mixed economy (government
at all levels takes 40 percent of Gross
Domestic Product). If most citizens think that
they do have a completely free market
system today, they could likely blame the
wrenching problems of the economy on free,
private enterprise.
Economic education
programs glorifying our systems as it is
today, in the name of pure unfettered
capitalism, only serve to reinforce such a
myth.
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Most people do not have a burning desire
to understand either the so-called "dismal
science" of economics or the problems of
business.
However, most people are
concerned about preserving their own
individual freedom. The good news for
economic educators is that a discussion of a
free market system can counter economic
illiteracy as it relates to free market: Personal
freedom cannot survive without overall
economic freedom.
What is the approach taken by the Belden
Center? The appeal is to the self-interest of
people, trying together in their minds the vital
link
between
private
property
and
constitutional government. The fate of our
republic, and of capitalism, seemingly now in
the balance, may be determined by how well
those who understand and appreciate it
support it when it is under criticism. Let each
work and speak and give all possible support
to freedom in the marketplace and free
enterprise throughout the nation.
At Harding University, it is realized that the
legacy of economic illiteracy is a pervasive
one. A significant re-education task still
awaits. Free, private enterprise is simply the
freedom applied to the marketplace. This
idea has rarely been taught on campuses
and in our communities. America has human
talent on its side. America has money and
economic power on its side, and most
important, America has history on its side.
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IX. GOOD ECONOMICS IS
GOOD CITIZENSHIP
Business
cycle
theorist
Joseph
Schumpeter used to characterize the modern
mixed economy in our American republic as
"capitalism in an oxygen tent." The late Ben
Rogge, and former American Studies
Institute Series Speaker, put it this way:
The question before the house is
not whether the survival of capitalism
is in doubt; this is admitted. The
question for us is, what to do?
Perhaps all of us would feel more at
ease as the diagnostician than as the
therapist. Admittedly, diagnosis must
usually precede therapy.
Proper
therapy usually rest upon proper
diagnosis of the problem.
What is done on the Harding campus and
through the Belden Center, is a polished
strategy of a moral defense tying together
both private property and personal liberty.
They stand or fall together; and a delicate
alliance must be achieved between the
private and public sectors, as we accept this
challenge.
Responsible
advocacy
economics is used to sell through principled
arguments the belief that, historically, free,
private enterprise has all the good arguments
on its side.
There is no alternative to capitalism that
credibly promises wealth and liberty. The
message from the Belden Center is candidly
portrayed that if constitutional government
and free enterprise have their shortcomings,
they also have their virtues. These virtues
outweigh the possible benefits of alternative
systems. American capitalism wins hands
down in any comparison.
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Facuity and students are encouraged to
think and speak in terms familiar to those
people they must reach; convince the public
that what American capitalism has going for
them is the best there is.
Business
managers, who may have had a good track
record in the face of obstacles, must now do
more than manage -- they must also defend.
How can those in the private sector
provide further help? More business people
are needed who will say, "/'//support it -- you
get it done." Business people will have to do
more than relegate the cost of explaining
themselves to the half-world of educational
contributions and charity. The time has
come for business to realize that costs of
pollution abatement -- both physical and
intellectual -- are part of doing business
today. Harness some of the ingenuity that
has given America the finest business
system in the world.
Despite the antagonism between business
and academia in America, or perhaps
because of it, the college and university
campus remains the number one priority of
those who wish to repulse the ideological
assault on responsible citizenship and private
enterprise.
The answer lies not in business cutting off
its support of academia, but in even greater
support toward certain specific ends.
Answers must be provided to the public's
questions concerning our economic system
and way of life. Citizenship training and
private enterprise education must become
one of the nation's top priorities.
Through the Belden Center, we make this
challenge: It must not be said that America
business can sell anything except its most
The most
important product -- itself.
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important product -- itself.
The most
important thing in America today to the safety
and well-being of every American is solvent,
healthy American businesses. An ounce of
initiative sometimes produces a pound of
profit.
Business people have an opportunity to
help mobilize public opinion toward an
outcome in which government and business
each attend to their respective roles. This is
a difficult and high-sounding goal. But, at
Harding University, it is one that can be
based on common sense economics and
wholesome citizenship training.
What happens to a work force that has
some understanding of the marketplace, and
of whence its own goodies come from? It
may be a less troublesome, more productive
work force over time. Sound businessrelated economics need to be simply
presented to reflect solid knowledge of free,
private enterprise, in a manner of semantic
skill, utmost clarity and simplicity. Lay the
ground work for a practical, prove, pro-free
mass
yet
personalized,
market,
communications program.
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X. MAKING A BID FOR THE
PUBLIC TRUST
Anti-business movements, wherever they
are found, are often political movements, not
economic movements.
They need the
support of government and the passive
business sector to succeed.
Business
people should refuse to just be a frozen
asset in the struggle, by only grumbling in
private. Business people should make a bid
for public trust in terms of performance,
meticulous attention to quality, and efficient
use of natural resource.
Through the Belden Center, business
people are advised this: Tell your story or
some amateur will. If those running for office
say, "No tax breaks for the rich, "
businesspeople should say aloud, "All right,
no new jobs for those who need them ."
Constructive
candor
is
a
smart
communication tool. The re-education task
can be done on a company basis -- each one
telling its own story to the people within its
own orbit, plant, committees, customers,
stockholders, and employees.
Each
business needs to work with its people.
Even if the reader is not a graduate of
Harding University, he should expect his
views to be represented in the ranks of the
faculty of his alma mater, especially if he is
subscribing financially to the institution . The
Belden Center is such a vehicle. Additional
efforts should be made to publicize the need
for economic education.
Subsequent
programs
such
as
corporations sponsoring chairs in free,
private enterprise education in colleges and
universities should be undertaken to meet
needs. Where there is th is general
concurrence that economic education should
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be a part of general education, economic
instruction should be provided for college
students before they graduate, with special
emphasis on economic education for
effective citizenship.
Achievable objectives should be set:
improved
economic
understanding;
increased belief in and support for private
enterprise; increased awareness of the size,
scope, and cost of government; improved
company profitability through improved
employee performance; and development of
more active and informed citizenship.
Can the "free choice" argument be
broadened? This is the message through
Harding University's Belden Center, to
include workers and consumers in a
voluntary exchange market economy.
Emphasis should be placed on effective twoway communication messages noticed, seen,
read, and heard by audiences. Soundlyplanned messages are needed to improve
economic knowledge, attitudes toward
business, and to motivate people to vote
responsibly and perform as profit-oriented
employees.
Messages to correct key misconcepts,
establish fundamental principles, clarify
current issues are vital.
We use
communication methods which encourage
people to reveal negative attitudes and ask
specific questions. Then we relieve those
feelings by answering questions in ways
which appeal both to people's self-interest
Mission
and their love of mankind.
accomplished.

II
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XI. ENTERPRISE -- IT'S ANOTHER
WORD FOR AMERICA
The story of the American incentive
system is the story of all the people in it.
Each American needs to know how he fits
into the story, what his part is, and what he
can do to make the picture better.
Just who or what is an American?
Americans have been described as hardworking,
materialistic,
practical,
adventuresome,
optimistic,
impatient,
patriotic,
nationalistic,
humanitarian,
idealistic, and believers in fair play, equal
opportunity, and individual responsibility.
And yet, as Americans are so
cosmopolitan in personality, they certainly
are not of one mind on the issue of free,
private enterprise. Even Winston Churchill
observed that: "Some see private enterprise
as a predatory tiger to be shot, others as a
cow to be milked, but few are those who see
it as a sturdy horse pulling the wagon."
At Harding the question is repeatedly
asked, "Why has the American incentive
system performed so well?" Are Americans
better than other people in other lands? Are
we smarter? Are we better looking? What is
our competitive advantage? The United
States started with a rather large land mass
and a rather small, but well-educated
population.
Our land is buffered from most
conventional wars by two oceans. We live in
a temperate zone in a climate that stimulated
accomplishment. Generally, the land has not
been overused. American discovered and
developed natural resources, offered
rewards to workers for ingenuity and
determination, and insisted upon personal
economic freedom.
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At Harding University, it is well known that
the most basic institution of free enterprise is
private property . A second ingredient of free
enterprise is free access to the market. The
motor of free enterprise, indeed, of all
enterprise, is individual initiative. The great
regulator of free enterprise is competition.
At the same time, there are may things
that free enterprise is not. It is not the
freedom to seek profit by any and all means.
It is not the right to profit at the expense of
the welfare of the community. It is not the
freedom of any man to exploit any other. It is
not the freedom to waste the natural
resources of the country.
What else? Free enterprise is not the right
to monopolize, which impedes or prevents
the establishment of new business, creates
scarcity, and imperils the spirit of enterprise.
It is not the opposition to necessary and
appropriate government regulations, often for
no other reason than that they are
governmental.
It is not the appeal to
government for subsidy or protection
whenever adversity appears.
These
distortions have never belonged in a properly
functioning system of free enterprise. They
can pull democratic government down on top
of itself.
Harding's Belden Center staff know well
that the blessings in private property are built
into American capitalism. To paraphrase
Shakespeare, private property used for
production is thrice blest -- it blesses those
who are the owners, those who make their
living using it, and those of the general public
who, as customers, benefit from the goods
and services produced. Payments for the
use of existing tools, profits, provide money
that is used to create additional tools.
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The Belden Center programs stress that
the legal recognition and protection of free
man's natural right to acquire, hold, use, or
get paid for the use of private property is on
e of the essentials of any economy that is
striving to achieve the best possible life for its
people. As a stimulus for hard, sustained,
imaginative, constructive work, it has no
equal. Any society that tries to get along
without it will never make the best use of its
natural resource, manpower, and tools .
Many Americans seem to assume that free
enterprise is a natural condition -- that it
appears as naturally as buds in springtime
and that it will continue to bloom forever. But
the fact is that throughout most of history,
there has been little freedom of enterprise.
No great nation enjoyed a full measure of
economic freedom until it was nurtured here
under the U.S. Constitution.
At the bedrock of the purpose for the
existence of The Belden Center is the chief
concern of man's government should be to
establish and protect the highest degree of
personal freedom possible within the
framework of law and order -- to make him a
better producer, if his government truly is one
"... of the people, by the people and for the
peop Ie.... "
Americans,
according
to
their
Constitutions, are free to dream, play, try, fail
and try again. Freedom, of course, is not the
only thing required for economic progress,
but it is indispensable. Americans have
accepted it and have prospered beyond all
other people on this planet.
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XII. WHO WAS THAT
RENAISSANCE MAN?
This monograph is dedicated to the great
American incentive system and to those
captains of industry who are committed to
operating each day by the Golden Rule. May
their tribe increase.
Del Belden was such an individual. He
was the most interesting man I ever met -- a
"Man for all Seasons." He truly was many
things to many people:
Entrepreneur.. .Manufacturer... Poet...
Merchant .. . Philanthropist ... Stern
Taskmaster.. .City Father.. . Visionary.. .
Philosopher... Horse Rancher.. .Civic
Club Member.. . Tinkerer... Inventor...
Liberal Giver... Gracious Host... Doting
Great-grandfather.. . Sportsman .. .
Impatient Achiever... Conservative ...
Thinker ... Beloved Husband ... Proud
Grandfather... Adored Father... Military
Veteran ... Community Leader .. . Wise
Counselor... Public Speaker... Patriot...
Advisor to Public Figures ...Man of
Faith ... Reformer... Reformed ... GodFearing ... Benefactor... Champion of
Excellence.
The story of Del Belden and the family
company, Lomanco, is really an examination
of two sides of the same coin. Certainly
Emerson must have had someone like Del
Belden in mind when he observed that " ...
an institution is the lengthened shadow of
one man." Mr. Belden will always be a
symbol, an exemplar of American energy and
initiative.
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From an early age, Del Belden developed
an intense desire to succeed. He polished
his tremendous powers of concentration.
That, combined with unrelenting drive and
experience along the way, helped him to
capitalize on opportunities to prosper the
lives of people whom he touched.
An entrepreneur extraordinaire, this was
also a favorite
of Del's:
THE
ENTREPRENEUR'S CREDO by Dean
Alfange:
I do not choose to be a common man.
It is my right to be uncommon, if I can.
I seek opportunity, not security. I do
not wish to be a kept citizen, humbled
and dulled by having the state look
after me.
I want to take the calculated risk; to
dream and to build, to fail and to
succeed. I refuse to barter incentive for
a dole; I prefer the challenges of life to
the guaranteed existence; the thrill of
fulfillment to the stale calm of Utopia.
I will not trade freedom for beneficence
nor my dignity for a handout. I will
never cower before any master nor
bend to any threat.
It is my heritage to stand erect, proud
and unafraid; to think and act for myself,
to enjoy the benefit of my creations and
to face the world boldly and say: This,
with God's help, I have done. All this is
what it means to be an Entrepreneur.
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XIII. BUSINESS LEADER AND FRIEND
TO CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
There will always be those who will say,
"What was Del Belden really like? What
really made him tick? What talents did he
have that most others do not have?" Scores
of similar questions are answered in the 16
chapter
biography,
PROFILES
IN
ENTERPRISE -- Del Belden. Entrepreneur,
1993, by this author. Del Belden was not
easily stereotyped.
Our first contact with Del was about 25
years ago, when he was a participant in Little
Rock as part of an area-wide business
simulation symposium. Soon afterward, Del
invited us to conduct a business simulation
competition for his management team at
Louver
Manufacturing
Company
(LOMANCO) , of Jacksonville, Arkansas.
Del then began attending classes at
Harding University in the late 1970s, along
with his sons, Paul and Dennis. Del took
in
Macroeconomics,
various classes
Microeconomics, Comparative Economic
Systems, Business Law, Accounting,
Management and Christian Business Ethics
classes.
Although Del had only completed the tenth
grade, he performed very handily and
significantly above average as a college
student. His competitive edge may not have
been a completed secondary education, but
rather a keen and inquisitive nature along
with extraordinary diligence.
Indeed, it has been my pleasure to visit
with Del Belden at length on many
occasions, both in and out of the classroom,
to discuss our perspective on the great
economic, moral, and social issues of our
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times. Candor was his forte. It would be
very much like Del to turn to me as we were
driving down the Interstate and say, "You
know, most of the world's problems could
find answers in the Bible." That was such a
great observation, and it was also the stuff of
which sermons are made.
Del was the recipient of the University's
Trustee Award for being ". .. a leader in the
business world and a friend to Christian
education." He was also the first inductee
into our National Leadership Video Library
and our Free Market Hall of Fame. Del was
the first commencement speaker at Harding
when we achieved university status in 1979.
That was his son Paul's graduating class,
and on that occasion Del was presented with
the highest honor we can bestow, a Doctor of
Laws degree.
Genuine modesty kept Del Belden from
formally writing his own life's story. And, in
this, he was very much like his father, Clark
David Belden. Del's biography would be
delegated to others (this writer) at a later
time. In Del's biography, the reader is
provided with an opportunity to examine the
early years of Del Belden's life as Del
described growing up under the mentorship
It also includes a
of his own father.
composite story of Clark David Belden's
entrepreneurial side as it was penned by Del
in the late 1970's.
Many of Del's speeches, address,
interviews, and articles are included in this
biography, and they speak volumes about
Del's life, values, and beliefs. Accordingly,
his biography is used for institutional
research in business and entrepreneurial
history.
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It is not at all coincidental that the first
inductee into our National Leadership Video
Library was Del Belden. On that occasion,
we honored Del as "... an American opinion
leader who wanting effective two-way
communication with young people and
working in support of a stronger American
capitalism, and for being an enterpriser who
supports the free market, which develops the
talents of people who produce more, earn
more, and possess more material blessings. "
Lomanco is currently owned and operated
by third and fourth generation Beldens -- all
dedicated enterprisers in their own right. We
salute Lomanco and the Belden family for
keeping free, private enterprise in business
and for their generous contribution, in the
memory of Clark David Belden , to assist
Harding in passing the word about the
economic system that supports us all so well.
Truly, this 20th Anniversary monograph on
our Belden Center is a profile in enterprise; I
know you will enjoy learning more about
Delbert R. Belden, entrepreneur. In so
doing, you will have captured some of the
creativity and resilience which embodies the
American dream itself.
By working together, we can further
appreciate and fulfill the American dream,
personified so well by Del Belden . It has
been said that our Creator gave us memories
so we could have roses in the winter. We do
fondly remember and say, "Thanks for the memories." Through our Belden Center for
Private Enterprise Education , Del Belden
lives.
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XIV. A PROFILE IN ENTERPRISE
The Del Belden I knew was always looking
for that competitive edge in everything that
he tackled. This was exemplified in the
leadership that he provided to LOMANCO
during his tenure. In 1981, Del, while serving
as Chairman of the Board of Lomanco,
accepted for an unprecedented fourth time,
the "Symbol of Excellence" awarded to his
company by Sears, Inc. Out of 12,000
suppliers, less than one half of one percent
have received the award from Sears four
times.
In December, 1989, Harding University
hosted a dinner celebrating the Tenth
An niversary of the Clark David Belden
Center for Private Enterprise Education. Del
was the keynote speaker that night, and to
this day, I still marvel at his tremendous
insight. The Belden Center continues to
publish The ENTREPRENEUR, a quarterly
journal
which
contains
executive
monographs and position papers which
analyze contemporary economic problems
from a moral perspective.
Del was very much in sympathy with the
ed itorial policy of The ENTREPRENEUR:
"One may not agree with every word printed
in The ENTREPRENEUR series, nor should
he feel that he needs to do so. It is hoped
that the reader will think about the points laid
out in the publication and then decide for
himself."
During the 1980s, Del Belden passionately
encouraged the Harding University School of
Business faculty to launch a one-of-a-kind
degree program in professional sales. He
knew that the sales area is the cornerstone
of every business, especially in these times
of intense global competition for American
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markets. Today, Harding offers a B.B.A.
degree in Professional Sales, the only one of
its kind in the country.
Del walked his talk, practiced what he
preached, and deeply felt that others could
learn from his experiences. Appointed by
our governor in the early 1980s to the
Arkansas Prisons Advisory Commission, Del
had an entrepreneurial passion for finding
ways to assist the prisons to run more
efficiently and effectively. On into the 1990s,
Del studied the prison systems of other
states to discover some innovative
approaches which he recommended to
President-elect Clinton.
Through it all, Del remained confident in
his Creator and grateful to God , the giver of
all good gifts . Del knew about both getting
and giving. A keen entrepreneur with a
unique ability to create quality and value for
his customers , Del was also a very generous
philanthropist, not only in anonymous ways
and one on one, but also in organized ways
through the Jacksonville Care Channel and
the foundation outreach works which he
founded and generously supported in the
later years of his life.
Del's last visit to Arkansas was in January,
1993.
While he was on the Harding
University campus here in Searcy, we
showed him the framed commemorative print
of a painting he had made of a soaring eagle;
"The King of the Air," he titled it. That print,
the product of a lot of native ability and very
few art lessons in retirement, hangs proudly
in the offices of the Belden Center for Private
Enterprise Education .
Del Belden's story is a legacy of what is
right with and about America. And when the
history of commerce is written, the name of
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Belden will most certainly be in the
headlines. Truly, as long as men like Del
Belden walk our land, we can indeed be
optimistic about our future.
It was Robert Frost who said it so well: ''A//
men are born free and equal -- free at least
in their right to be different. Some people
want to homogenize society everywhere; I
am against the homogenizers in art, politics,
and every walk of life. I want the cream to
rise."
In that regard, Del Belden was a wonderful
role model from whom all of us can continue
to learn more about our American Incentive
System which can develop all the talents of
all the people. Here we are "free " to be
anything we want, if we have the "enterprise"
to do it. Let us, therefore, diligently press on
and pursue that noble task.
I trust that the reader has enjoyed
sketching through the unique experiences
that we have had in getting to know Del. All
in all, we have woven them into the fabric
that was Del's life. We are grateful for the
high ideals of the life of Del Belden and the
achievements that he was granted through
these years that he was with us.
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XV. ENTREPRENEURIAL MOLD CAST
BY CLARK DAVID BELDEN
"Like father; like son?" That's what they
say. However, the reader will have the
opportunity to make his own judgment call on
that. Nevertheless, Emerson certainly must
have had someone like Clark David Belden
in mind when he observed that "an institution
is the lengthened shadow of one man."
Herein is a composite story of Clark David
Belden's entrepreneurial side as written in
the late 1970's by his son, Del Belden, and
his grandchildren: Penny, John , Dennis,
Paul, and Ted.

Clark David Belden, father of Delbert R.
Belden, and the innovator who started the
company that today is Lomanco (Louver
Manufacturing Company of Jacksonville,
Ark. ), believed in the power of the individual.
This belief was evidenced by his life. Born in
1896 in the small town of Gallesburg, Ill.
Belden began working at various jobs, from
farming to retailing.
In 1909, at the age of 13, he had a
thriving enterprise in hauling water from a
creek, and selling it to housewives by the
bucket or by the barrel. Progress being what
it was, a well driller soon took over the
market. He was married to Laura J. Fetterly
in 191 6. Clark David Belden was employed
by the Sh ields Illinois Bank in 1929, and it
was hit hard by the Depression.
Du ring the critical years of the Depression
when government trucks were sent to cities
and towns across the country to parcel out
food items, Clark David Belden refused to
accept them, even though most people were
gratefully receiving the desperately needed
goods. Clark David Belden used to say that
as long as he had two arms and two legs, the
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government was not going to feed him, and,
thus, would not allow his wife to take any
government handouts. He would say, "We
may have to cut down on what we eat, but
we certainly are not going to take anything
from the government. "
Because of his pride and trust in the free
enterprise system, Belden felt that the
government should not be obligated to take
care of him or his family as long as he was
able to work and provide for them. In an
attempt to support his family, Clark David
Belden experimented with different business
undertakings. Under the pressures of a
strained economy, success was not always
within his reach. He was unsuccessful in his
service station business in Raleigh, N.C.,
because he was willing to pass credit on to
customers who could not pay their bills.
However, such losses did not discourage
Belden or greatly affect the happiness and
security of his home. Although the family did
not always possess many material blessings,
the children never went hungry, and their
door was open to anyone. Their home was
the neighborhood home; no one was ever
In addition, Clark David
turned away.
Belden's spiritual convictions were very dear
to him. His personal relationship with God
bound him to keep the high standards
expressed in the Scriptures.
Later in his life, he began building fuel
savers for H .A. Savers.
His job was
interrupted by World War II, in which he
served as a precision grinder in a war plant in
the Northern Ordinance. After the war, he
started building fuel savers again and then
began developing patents. Some of these
included: armored cable cutters, fluorescent
tube removers, docks and canopies,
evacuators, and minnow savers. Clark David
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Belden's most successful patent was the
Vari-Pitch Louver.
Clark David Belden was interested in
satisfying unmet needs in the area of
housing ventilation. His idea was to make an
adjustable louver that would fit any pitch on
any house. A louver serves these three
functions: (1) to eliminate condensation in
the attic; (2) to keep the attic dry and to allow
light to enter; (3) to cool the attic area. Prior
to the adjustable louver, other louvers had to
be made on special order to avoid the high
storage
costs
necessary
to
stock
unadjustable louvers. The adjustable louver,
known as Vari-Pitch, became a small
stocking item and the first successful product
of Lomanco.
However, an idea alone does not make a
company. There are several tangible and
intangible ingredients that are necessary for
The
a successful business enterprise.
intangibles include: a strong desire to be
independent, a dream for the future, and
pride in being one's own boss. The tangible
ingredients include: the goods and services
of many people, the capital for the financial
area of the company, and the entrepreneur
that puts it all together.
Clark David Belden enlisted the aid of a
brother, two sons-in-law, and two sons to
form the Dan-Dee Manufacturing Company,
now known as Lomanco in April 1946. They
began manufacturing Vari-Pitch louvers,
which became the "bread and butter" of the
company for 15 years. Needless to say, the
first few years were a struggle. The partners
received $. 70 an hour for wages, and their
wives worked for nothing.
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Clark David Belden retired in 1951, and
his brother followed suit in 1958. Clark David
Belden's share of the company was $28,000
and, as far as he was concerned, he had
total success. The Vari-Pitch had taken
Lomanco to $2 million a year in sales.
Because free enterprise still demanded that
a company design new and better products,
it was time for Lomanco to develop other
products if the company was to grow. The
shutter market was chosen.
Clark
David
Belden's
Following
philosophy, Lomanco chose to introduce and
manufacture metal shutters that looked like
wooden ones painted with a flat-finish paint.
The flat-finish made it impossible to tell a
difference without actually touching the
product.
By marketing a shutter at a price below
the wooden shutter prices and offering the
advantages of aluminum's durability, such as
resistance to rotting, warping and paint
peeling, the company achieved success.
Business sales rose to $7 million. The
approximate time involved was seven years,
and with it came the retirement of two
brothers-in-law.
Once again, a new product was needed.
Lomanco felt that company growth was
dependent upon continuing to satisfy
consumer needs. Consequently, they turned
to the wind-driven turbine which would
produce better ventilation than a gravitypowered ventilator. Today, Lomanco is the
largest manufacturer in the country of winddriven turbines for the home.
Clark David Belden had a strong belief in
the free enterprise system which he wanted
to share. Many times he tried to get others
started in business for themselves. In fact,
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on several occasions, he provided all the
money and talent for new enterprises in the
hope that they would become self-sufficient.
Unlike his sons, who were taught and
encouraged to take over and manage
business matters themselves, these people
were unable to succeed. His sons were
successful because he had instilled in them
a basic concept of free enterprise (adapted
from Abe Lincoln's Economic Ten
Commandments) -- "You cannot help men
permanently by doing for them what they
could and should do for themselves."
Clark David Belden's belief in selfsufficiency was evident throughout his
productive working years.
Even his
retirement was worthwhile and enjoyable
because he felt that, if he saved his money
when he was younger, he could enjoy the
fruits of labor when he was older.
He was an entrepreneur who had a
continued belief in a free enterprise system ,
even after retirement from Lomanco. He was
constantly at his kitchen table drawing,
designing or looking for a new idea, a new
invention or a new device to make life better
for someone.
As we enter a new century, isn't that what
the American incentive system is still all
about? Let us begin.
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XVI. MEET THE CENTER'S DIRECTOR
Dr. Don Diffine is currently Professor of
Economics at Harding University in Searcy,
Arkansas, and Director of the Belden Center
for Private Enterprise Education. Senior
Research Associate of Harding's American
Studies· Institute, Dr. Diffine is listed in the
Heritage Foundation's Guide to Public Policy
Experts. He has six books and 20 articles
and monographs in print.
Dr. Diffine has provided Congressional
testimony on business problems, economic
impact statements, and inflation-recession
dilemmas.
He is a member of the
Governor's Council of Economic Advisors. A
member of the International Platform
Association and also an economic humorist,
he is a frequent speaker for conventions,
management clubs, stockholders' meetings,
trade associations, and chambers of
commerce.
The recipient of the $7 ,500 Freedoms
Foundation Principle Award for Excellence in
Private Enterprise Education, Dr. Diffine has
received 16 additional Freedoms Foundation
awards in the categories of Non-profit
Publications, Economic Education, Public
Affairs-Advertising, Public Address, and
Published Works. He is the faculty winner of
a $1 ,000 First Place prize in a national essay
contest judged by Nobel Economist Milton
Friedman .
In 1995, he received the "Champion of
Enterprise" award and became the first
inductee into the National Students In Free
Enterprise Hall of Fame in Kansas City. The
First Annual Distinguished Scholar Award
was also presented in 1988 to Dr. Diffine in
Cleveland, Ohio, by the Association of
Private Enterprise Education .
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Dr. Diffine is married to the former Dion
Hillman of Kailua, Hawaii. Dion is a math
teacher in the Searcy public schools. The
Diffines have two children: David, 27, who is
a medical doctor in Jackson, TN; and
Danielle, 25, who is an accountant in Little
Rock, AR.
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